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Abstract. Various clustering methods have been applied to climate,
ecological, and other environmental datasets, for example to deﬁne climate zones, automate land-use classiﬁcation, and similar tasks. Measuring the “goodness” of such clusters is generally application-dependent
and highly subjective, often requiring domain expertise and/or validation with ﬁeld data (which can be costly or even impossible to acquire).
Here we focus on one particular task: the extraction of ocean climate
indices from observed climatological data. In this case, it is possible to
quantify the relative performance of diﬀerent methods. Speciﬁcally, we
propose to extract indices with complex networks constructed from climate data, which have been shown to eﬀectively capture the dynamical behavior of the global climate system, and compare their predictive
power to candidate indices obtained using other popular clustering methods. Our results demonstrate that network-based clusters are statistically
signiﬁcantly better predictors of land climate than any other clustering
method, which could lead to a deeper understanding of climate processes
and complement physics-based climate models.

1

Introduction

Cluster analysis is an unsupervised data mining technique that divides data into
subsets (called clusters) of elements that are – in some way – similar to each
other [13]. As such, it is a versatile analysis tool that has been employed in a wide
range of application settings including image segmentation [31], text and document analysis [22], and bioinformatics [1]. Clustering has also been applied for
mining climate, ecological, and other environmental data. Examples include definition of ecoregions via multivariate clustering [11], automatic classiﬁcation of
land cover from remotely sensed data [16], and the deﬁnition of climate zones [5];
for a more complete survey see [10].
In the domain of climate data sciences, clustering is especially useful for discovery or validation of climate indices [23]. A climate index summarizes variability at local or regional scales into a single time series and relates these values
D. Pfoser et al. (Eds.): SSTD 2011, LNCS 6849, pp. 39–55, 2011.
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to other events [33]. Let us consider one particular task: the extraction of ocean
climate indices from historical data. For instance, one of the most studied indices
is the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), which is strongly correlated with the El
Niño phenomenon and is predictive of climate in many parts of the world [20];
see [35] for other examples. Thus, ocean dynamics are known to have a strong
inﬂuence over climate processes on land, but the nature of these relationships is
not always well understood.
In fact, many climate indices – including the SOI – were discovered through
observation, then developed more formally with hypothesis-guided analysis of
data. However, given the increasing availability of extensive datasets, climate
indices can also be extracted in a data-driven fashion using clustering [23,19].
This approach presents a unique set of challenges including data representation,
selection of a clustering method, and evaluation. Because it is such a diﬃcult
problem, climate scientists often resort to relatively simple algorithms such as
k-means [5,16].
For example, as anecdotal evidence of these challenges, Loveland et al. reported that in developing a global land cover dataset, “The number of clusters
created for each continent was based on the collective judgment of the project
team” [16]. This and similar accounts therefore beg the fundamental question,
What is the best clustering method for climate datasets? In response we posit
that deriving clusters from complex networks, which have been shown to capture the dynamical behavior of the climate system [3,24,26,28,32], may be an
eﬀective approach. This raises the issue of evaluation and validity of discovered
clusters as climate indices. As typical of any clustering task, evaluation is highly
subjective, relying on the judgment of a domain expert as ﬁeld data for validation can be costly or even impossible to acquire. Instead of evaluating clusters
directly, however, one can measure performance in terms of an external criterion,
i.e., their predictive power.
Contributions. We combine these two challenges – “choice of clustering” and
“evaluation” – in a comprehensive comparative study within the context of climate indices. This paper expands upon the general methodology outlined in
our prior work [24,25] but focuses on comparing diﬀerent clustering algorithms
as well as evaluating diﬀerent regression algorithms for their predictability on
climate indices. Speciﬁcally, the contributions of the present work can be summarized as follows. We extract ocean climate indices from historical data using
traditional clustering methods in addition to network-based clusters (Sections 3
& 4). We then generate predictive models for land climate at representative target regions around the globe using the clusters as predictors (Section 5), using
the same process as before [24]. We compare the clustering methods based on
their ability to predict climate variability and demonstrate that the networkbased indices have signiﬁcantly more predictive power (Section 6). Finally, we
provide domain interpretations of the clustering results for a selected case study
to illustrate the potential value of data mining methodologies for climate science
(Section 7).
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To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to systematically address the problem
of clustering climate data for the purpose of discovering climate indices.
In particular, we cluster a large corpus of ocean climate data using various
popular clustering algorithms, in addition to the clusters obtained from complex
networks constructed with these data. Each set of clusters then serves as input
to a predictive model for land climate of the general form f : x → y, where x
represents a set of cluster centroids and y is given by one of two climate variables
(temperature and precipitation) at nine target regions around the globe.
Our experimental results demonstrate that the network-based clusters are
statistically signiﬁcantly better predictors (climate indices) than clusters obtained using traditional clustering methods. In comparing diﬀerent regression
algorithms, we also note that more complex methods do not necessarily improve
performance for this particular predictive task.

2

Climate Data

In the following, we brieﬂy describe the characteristics of the dataset used in our
analysis as well as the pre-processing steps required for the purpose of discovering
climate indices [24,25].
2.1

Dataset Description

The climate data stems from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis Project [14] (available at [34]). This dataset is constructed by assimilating remote and in-situ
sensor measurements from around the world and is widely recognized as one of
the best available proxies for global observations (it is obviously impossible to
obtain exact data for the entire globe).
Although most climate indices are deﬁned for temperature and/or pressurerelated variables, we did not want to constrain ourselves by an a priori selection
of variables. In fact, one question of interest was whether other variables also
have predictive power, and hence we consider a wide range of surface and atmospheric measurements. Speciﬁcally, we include the following seven variables
(abbreviation, deﬁnition in parentheses): sea surface temperature (SST, water
temperature at the surface), sea level pressure (SLP, air pressure at sea level),
geopotential height (GH, elevation of the 500mbar pressure level above the surface), precipitable water (PW, vertically integrated water content over the entire
atmospheric column), relative humidity (RH, saturation of humidity above the
surface), horizontal wind speed (HWS, measured in the plane near the surface),
and vertical wind speed (VWS, measured in the atmospheric column).
This line of research (including [24,25]) is the ﬁrst to use such a wide range of
variables in climate networks studies. The data are available as monthly averages
for a period of 60 years (1948-2007), for a total of 720 data points. Measurements
are sampled at points (grid cells) on a 5◦ × 5◦ latitude-longitude spherical grid.
A schematic diagram of the data for a single time step ti is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of gridded climate data for multiple variables at a single
timestep ti in the rectangular plane

2.2

Seasonality and Autocorrelation

The spatio-temporal nature of climate data poses a number of unique challenges. For instance, the data may be noisy and contain recurrence patterns of
varying phase and regularity. Seasonality in particular tends to dominate the
climate signal especially in mid-latitude regions, resulting in strong temporal
autocorrelation. This can be problematic for prediction, and indeed climate indices are generally deﬁned by the anomaly series, that is, departure from the
“usual” behavior rather than the actual values. We follow precedent of related
work [23,24,25,27] and remove the seasonal component by monthly z-score transformation and de-trending.
At each grid point, we calculate for each month m = {1, ..., 12} (i.e., separately
for all Januaries, Februaries, etc.) the mean
μm =
and standard deviation
σm




=

1
Y

2007


am,y

(1)

y=1948

2007

1
(am,y − μm )2
Y − 1 y=1948

(2)

where y is the year, Y the total number of years in the dataset, and am,y the
value of series A at month = m, year = y. Each data point is then transformed
(a∗ ) by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the
corresponding month,
am,y − μm
a∗m,y =
(3)
σm
The result of this process is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), which shows that deseasonalized series has signiﬁcantly lower autocorrelation than the raw data. In
addition, we de-trend the data by ﬁtting a linear regression model and retaining
only residuals. For the remainder of this paper, all data used in experiments or
discussed hereafter have been de-seasonalized and de-trended as just described.
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(b) De-Seasonalized

Fig. 2. The de-seasonlized data (b) exhibits signiﬁcantly lower autocorrelation than
the raw data (a)

2.3

Data Representation

In this paper, we employ two distinct representations for the diﬀerent analysis methods. The ﬁrst is used strictly to construct climate networks; it considers each grid point as a network vertex and the corresponding data as a time
series (Section 3). The second is used for the traditional clustering methods
(Sections 4.2-4.5) and consists of a ﬂat-ﬁle format, wherein each grid point is
considered as an instance (row) and each time step as an attribute (column);
the temporal nature of the data as well as certain aspects of the relationships
between grid points is lost.

3

Climate Networks

The intuition behind this methodology is that the dynamics in the global climate
system can be captured by a complex network [3,24,28]. Vertices represent spatial
grid points, and weighted edges are created based on statistical relationships
between the corresponding pairs of time series.
3.1

Estimating Link Strength

When dealing with anomaly series we need not consider the mean behavior,
only deviations from it. Therefore, Pearson correlation (r) is a logical choice as
measure of the edge strength [23,24,25,27], computed for two series A and B of
length t as
t

(ai − ā)(bi − b̄)
r(A, B) =  i=1
 t
t


 (ai − ā)2
(bi − b̄)2
i=1

i=1

(4)
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where ai is the ith value in A and ā is the mean of all values in the series.
Note that r has a range of (−1, 1), where 1 denotes perfect agreement and 1 perfect disagreement, with values near 0 indicating no correlation. Since an
inverse relationship is equally relevant in the present application we set the edge
weight to |r|, the absolute value of the correlation.
We should point out here that nonlinear relationships are known to exist
within climate, which might suggest the use of a nonlinear correlation measure.
However, Donges et al. [3] examined precisely this question and concluded that,
“the observed similarity of Pearson correlation and mutual information networks
can be considered statistically signiﬁcant.” Thus it is sensible to use the simplest
possible measure, namely (linear) Pearson correlation.
3.2

Threshold Selection and Pruning

Computing the correlation for all possible pairs of vertices results in a fully
connected network but many (in fact most) edges have a very low weight, so
that pruning is desirable. Since there is no universally optimal threshold [21],
we must rely on some other criterion. For example, Tsonis and Roebber [27]
opt for a threshold of r ≥ 0.5 while Donges et al. [3] use a ﬁxed edge density
ρ to compare networks, noting that “the problem of selecting the exactly right
threshold is not as severe as might be thought.”
We believe that a signiﬁcance-based approach is more principled and thus
appropriate here. Speciﬁcally, we use the p-value of the correlation to determine
statistical signiﬁcance. Two vertices are considered connected only if the p-value
of the corresponding correlation r is less than 1×10−10, imposing a very high level
of conﬁdence in that relationship. This may seem like a stringent requirement
but quite a large number of edges satisfy this criterion and are retained in the
ﬁnal network.
In [24], we examined the topological and geographic properties of these networks in some detail. Suﬃce it to say here that for all variables the networks
have a high average clustering coeﬃcient and a relatively short characteristic
path length, suggesting that there is indeed some community structure; more on
this in the following section.

4

Clustering Methods

In this section we provide succinct descriptions of the clustering methods used
in this comparative study; for algorithms we defer the reader to the original
works, as cited. Sections 4.1 & 4.2 were developed in [24] but are included for
completeness. Note that climate networks employ a network-based data representation whereas traditional clustering methods use a ﬂat-ﬁle representation of
time series at each grid cell, as described in Section 2.3.
4.1

Network Communities

This method is based on the climate networks described in Section 3. There exists
a rich body of literature on the theory and applications of clustering in networks,
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also called community detection due to its origins in social network analysis [29];
other examples include discovery of functional modules in protein-protein interactions [1], characterization of transportation networks [8], and many more.
However, to our knowledge we are the ﬁrst to apply community detection in
climate networks [24].
In choosing an appropriate algorithm for this study, three constraints guided
our selection: (i) the ability to utilize edge weights, (ii) suitability for relatively
dense networks, and (iii) overall computational eﬃciency. The ﬁrst requirement
in particular eliminates a large number of algorithms from consideration as they
only work with unweighted networks. Thus, all results presented here were obtained with the algorithm described in [18] using the default parameter settings,
which meets all the above criteria (tests with other algorithms produced comparable results). A fringe beneﬁt of this algorithm is an option to determine the
number of clusters from the data.
4.2

K-Means Clustering

The k-means algorithm is one of the oldest and well-known methods for cluster
analysis, and several reﬁnements have been proposed over the years. We use the
implementation described in [12]. Its fundamental aim is to partition the data
into k distinct clusters such that each observation belongs to the cluster with the
“closest” mean, where closeness is measured by the Euclidean distance function.
Due to its simplicity the algorithm is popular and enjoys widespread use, but it
also suﬀers from drawbacks including the need to specify the number of clusters
k a priori as well as sensitivity to noise, outliers, and initial conditions (mitigated
by running the algorithm multiple times).
4.3

K-Medoids Clustering

This algorithm is a variation on k-means clustering in that it also seeks to
partition the data into k clusters by minimizing the distance to the cluster
centers, except that the data points themselves are chosen as centers (called
medoids). We use an implementation known as Partitioning Around Medoids
(PAM) [15]. It is subject to some of the same problems as k-means but is more
robust to outliers and noise in the data.
4.4

Spectral Clustering

This term refers to a class of clustering techniques that utilize the eigenvalues
of a similarity matrix constructed from the data (called the spectrum, hence
the name) for dimensionality reduction and then ﬁnd clusters in the lowerdimensional space. The method used to compute the similarity matrix is also
referred to as kernel function. Data can be partitioned either into two parts –
recursively if necessary – or directly into k subsets. We use the algorithm described in [17], which utilizes multi-way partitioning and was shown to yield
good results on a wide variety of challenging clustering problems.
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Expectation Maximization

An expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is a general technique for ﬁnding maximum likelihood parameter estimates in statistical models, and cluster
analysis is one of its most common applications. In general, EM methods are
computationally expensive but work well in a variety of application settings. We
use the algorithm described in [6], which implements EM for a parameterized
mixture of k Gaussians and is reasonably eﬃcient.

5

Experimental Setup

This section explains how the various algorithms are used to obtain potential
climate indices and how we compare them in a predictive setting.
5.1

Extracting Candidate Indices

Recall the deﬁnition of a climate index, that is, a summary of climate variability
over one or more ocean regions, which is related to climate on land. Our ﬁrst
task is to extract potential indices from historical data using clustering. We run
each algorithm described in Sec. 4 on all data corresponding to ocean grid points.
With the exception of the network-based approach, the number of clusters k must
be speciﬁed a priori. Therefore, we perform a comprehensive set of experiments
by running each algorithm for k = 5, k = 10, and k equal to the number of
clusters kn obtained using community detection in networks to assure the fairest
possible comparison (78 clusters total where k diﬀers between variables).
5.2

Evaluating Predictive Power

The upcoming report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(expected 2013) calls for attention to regional assessments of climate, so we
focus on prediction at regional scale. We use nine target regions covering every
continent, illustrated in Figure 3 (consistent with [24] for comparison). Some,
like Peru and the Sahel, have known relationships with major climate indices;
others were included to provide a representative set of regions around the world.
Moreover, we consider two climate variables in each region, temperature and
precipitation, for a total of 18 response variables (9 regions × 2 variables). We
chose these variables primarily for their relevance to human interests: they directly inﬂuence our health and well-being as well as our environment, infrastructures, and other man-made systems. Precipitation obtained from reanalysis has
potential issues but is used here to develop initial insights and to compare with
temperature, which is considered more reliable. In the following, we outline the
step-by-step procedure used for the predictive modeling [24]:
1. For each of the algorithm-parameter combinations described above, create
a corresponding set of predictors (x) consisting of the cluster centroids by
averaging the time series for all grid points assigned to each cluster.
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Fig. 3. Target regions for climate indices

2. Similarly, for each target region, create two response variables (y) by computing average temperature / precipitation over all grid points in the region.
3. Divide the data into a 50-year training set (1948-1997) and a 10-year test
set (1998-2007).
4. For each of the 18 response variables, build a regression model f : x → y
on the training data and generate predictions for the unseen test data using
each set of predictors from Step 1 in turn.
While it is conceivable to use any number of machine learning algorithms in
Step 4, we start with linear regression in Section 6.1 as it gives us a performance
baseline while maintaining interpretability of the model, which is important to
domain scientists. In Section 6.3 we then go on to explore alternate prediction
algorithms in this context.
To quantify performance we calculate root mean square error (RMSE) between the predictions and the actual (observed) data. Unlike simple correlation,
which measures only covariance between two series, RMSE incorporates notions
of both variance and estimator bias in a single metric.

6

Experimental Results

In this section, we present our empirical comparison of clustering algorithms and
evaluate the predictive power of the derived climate indices.
6.1

Comparing Clustering Algorithms

First we seek to answer the question, Which clustering method produces the best
candidate indices? The RMSE scores for all prediction tasks are summarized in
Table 1; the lowest (best) and highest (worst) score in each row is shown in bold
and italic, respectively.
Examining the results in some detail, we note that network-based clusters
achieve the best score on 6 of 18 prediction tasks, more than any other algorithmparameter combination. This is a ﬁrst indication that climate networks may be
well-suited for the discovery of climate indices. Network clusters also have the
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lowest mean RMSE across both temperature and precipitation, aﬃrming that
they are eﬀective for diverse predictive tasks; even in cases where networks are
not the outright best option they seem to oﬀer competitive performance. To
support this notion, we evaluate network-based clusters relative to the other
methods using the Hochberg procedure of the Friedman test [2] at 95% conﬁdence intervals – a non-parametric way to determine statistical signiﬁcance of
performance rankings across multiple experiments.
The outcomes are included at the bottom of Table 1; a checkmark () denotes that the network-based clusters are signiﬁcantly better than the clusters in
that column. Indeed we ﬁnd this to be unequivocally the case, suggesting that
networks capture the complex relationships in climate quite well. It is worth
noting that clusters obtained with k-medoids and spectral clustering achieve
scores comparable to, or even better than, the much more complex expectationmaximization algorithm. Regardless, we are led to conclude that community
detection in climate networks yields the best candidate indices.
6.2

Validating Predictive Skill

Now that we established network-based clusters as having the highest predictability we must address the question, Do these indices oﬀer any true predictive
power? The answer was provided in [24]. To ascertain that the network clusters indeed contain useful information, we showed that they provide “lift” over
random predictions as well as a simple univariate predictor. Our experimental
results demonstrated that the network clusters do in fact have some predictive
power, improving on the baseline by as much as 35%. Moreover, we can further
enhance performance through feature selection [24].
6.3

Prediction Algorithms

Knowing that there is predictive information in the ocean clusters begs yet
another question, namely, What type of model can best harness this predictive
power? As alluded to in Section 5, linear regression merely provided a baseline
comparison; it is entirely possible that other machine learning algorithms are
better suited for modeling the processes connecting ocean and land climatology,
for example, more sophisticated regressors that are able to capture nonlinear
relationships.
Therefore, we also compare several fundamentally diﬀerent prediction algorithms. In particular, we include neural networks (NN), regression trees (RTree)
and support vector regression (SVR). The RMSE scores for the corresponding
prediction tasks are summarized in Table 2; the lowest (best) score in each row
is shown in bold.
Most obviously, we ﬁnd that support vector regression achieves the lowest
RMSE in 13 of 15 cases (including one tie), while linear regression comes in
close second; the actual scores of these two methods are generally quite close. In
contrast, neural networks and regression trees perform notably worse. These observations are conﬁrmed by the statistical signiﬁcance test (Hochberg procedure

Networks
Region
kn
SE Asia
0.541
Brazil
0.534
India
0.649
Peru
0.468
Sahel
0.685
S Africa
0.726
East US
0.815
West US
0.767
W Europe
0.936
Mean
0.680
±StdDev
0.150
SE Asia
0.665
Brazil
0.509
India
0.672
Peru
0.864
Sahel
0.533
S Africa
0.697
East US
0.686
West US
0.605
W Europe
0.450
Mean
0.631
±StdDev
0.124
Friedman Test (α = 0.05)

K-Means
k = 5 k = 10 k = kn
0.629 0.694 0.886
0.536 0.532 0.528
0.784 1.052 0.791
0.564 0.623 0.615
0.752 0.750 0.793
0.711 0.968 0.734
0.824 0.844 0.811
0.805 0.782 0.926
1.033 0.891 0.915
0.737 0.793 0.778
0.152 0.165 0.135
0.691 0.700 0.684
0.778 0.842 0.522
0.813 0.823 0.998
1.199 1.095 1.130
0.869 0.856 0.593
0.706 0.705 0.703
0.750 0.808 0.685
0.611 0.648 0.632
0.584 0.549 0.542
0.778 0.781 0.721
0.182 0.156 0.207




K-Medoids
k = 5 k = 10 k = kn
0.826 0.973 1.009
0.509 0.512 0.539
0.685 0.587 0.627
0.524 0.578 0.510
0.672 0.733 0.752
0.674 0.813 0.789
0.908 0.742 0.798
0.784 1.021 0.744
0.950 1.071 1.116
0.726 0.781 0.765
0.155 0.204 0.200
0.694 0.695 0.699
0.817 0.986 1.110
0.798 1.072 1.145
1.064 0.934 1.227
1.043 0.847 0.648
0.702 0.706 0.772
0.814 0.679 0.851
0.617 0.610 0.599
0.720 0.581 0.605
0.808 0.790 0.851
0.154 0.175 0.247




Spectral
k = 5 k = 10 k = kn
0.751 0.731 0.827
0.579 0.519 0.582
0.597 0.698 0.618
0.716 0.585 0.676
0.866 0.801 0.697
0.692 0.857 0.690
0.848 0.839 0.799
0.777 0.810 0.755
0.868 0.898 0.962
0.744 0.749 0.734
0.109 0.128 0.117
0.727 0.673 0.706
1.272 1.549 1.172
0.654 1.018 0.820
0.859 0.994 0.836
0.838 1.115 0.846
0.704 0.655 0.683
0.686 0.789 0.711
0.587 0.635 0.645
0.545 0.632 0.493
0.764 0.896 0.768
0.217 0.307 0.188




Expectation-Max.
k = 5 k = 10 k = kn
0.760 0.653 0.703
0.577 0.553 0.562
0.612 0.977 0.796
0.685 0.837 0.793
0.820 0.969 0.854
0.761 0.782 0.892
0.768 0.753 0.846
0.780 0.811 0.766
0.947 0.975 0.986
0.746 0.812 0.800
0.111 0.148 0.120
0.739 0.736 0.719
1.353 1.351 1.284
0.714 0.820 0.720
0.872 0.845 0.837
0.804 1.047 0.963
0.753 0.729 0.736
0.645 0.685 0.745
0.599 0.646 0.656
0.532 0.651 0.673
0.779 0.835 0.815
0.239 0.230 0.199




Table 1. Comparison of clustering methods: RMSE scores for predictions of temperature and precipitation using candidate indices
obtained via community detection in networks as well as k-means, k-medoids, spectral, and expectation-maximization clustering for k
= 5, k = 10 and k = kn , the number of network clusters for each variable. The best (bold) and worst (italic) scores in each row are
indicated. A checkmark () at the bottom of a column denotes that the network-based clusters are signiﬁcantly better according to the
Friedman test of ranks at 95% conﬁdence.
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Table 2. RMSE scores for predictions with network clusters using linear regression
(LR), neural networks (NN), regression trees (RTree) and support vector regression
(SVR). The best score in each row is indicated in bold.

Precipitation

Air Temperature

Region
LR
SE Asia
0.541
Brazil
0.534
India
0.649
Peru
0.468
Sahel
0.685
S Africa
0.726
East US
0.815
West US
0.767
W Europe 0.936
Mean
0.680
±StdDev
0.150
SE Asia
0.665
Brazil
0.509
India
0.672
Peru
0.864
Sahel
0.533
S Africa
0.697
East US
0.686
West US
0.605
W Europe 0.450
Mean
0.631
±StdDev
0.124
Friedman (α = 0.05)

NN
0.629
0.568
0.646
0.459
0.866
0.838
0.895
0.835
1.018
0.750
0.182
0.703
0.547
0.809
1.006
0.785
0.787
0.684
0.647
0.522
0.721
0.148


RTree
0.743
0.686
0.704
0.616
0.983
0.849
1.060
0.860
0.014
0.835
0.159
0.791
0.771
1.045
0.960
0.663
0.767
0.771
0.696
0.569
0.782
0.145


SVR
0.541
0.570
0.595
0.589
0.662
0.714
0.773
0.755
0.890
0.677
0.116
0.653
0.597
0.646
0.842
0.542
0.684
0.649
0.603
0.448
0.629
0.107

of the Friedman test [2] at 95% conﬁdence) included at the bottom of Table 2; a
checkmark () denotes that linear regression performs signiﬁcantly better than
the algorithm in that column. Note: repeating the signiﬁcance test relative to
the SVR scores does not change the results, i.e., they are signiﬁcantly better
than NN and RTree, but not LR.
It is prudent not to draw any general conclusions from these results, but
empirical evidence suggests that the more complex regression models do not
necessarily improve performance. We conjecture that the reason for this is a
combination of high-frequency noise and a relatively small number of training
samples in the data, which collectively can lead to overﬁtting with more complex
modes. Thus, for the sake of computational eﬃciency as well as interpretability
of results, it is advisable to use a linear regression model.
However, given larger datasets or slightly diﬀerent prediction tasks, it is possible that the gains from alternate prediction algorithms – including but not
limited to those compared in this paper – would indeed be more substantial.
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Domain Interpretation

Due to space constraints we cannot examine every set of clusters with respect to
its climatological interpretation, but we present one case study using Peru as illustrative example (focused only on prediction, a descriptive analysis is provided
in our prior work [24]).
Air Temperature in Peru. We chose this region because it is related to the El
Niño phenomenon and hence domain knowledge in this area is plentiful. The
predictions for temperature using all and “selected” [24] network clusters are
shown in Figure 4, along with the actual (observed) data. It is apparent that the
predictive model works quite well here, capturing all major variations. In fact,
the RMSE score of 0.468 is among the lowest of any prediction task (Table 1).
Examining the nine “selected” clusters in more detail, we ﬁnd that this particular index is composed of the following variables: 2 SST, 1 GH, 1 PW, 1 HWS
and 4 VWS. For reference, the clusters of SST and VWS are depicted in Figure 5.
It comes as no surprise that the selected clusters of sea surface temperature are
numbers 5 (containing the areas that deﬁne several prominent El Niño indices)
and 6 (the equatorial Paciﬁc stretching into South-East Asia). However, VWS
clusters 1, 11, 12 and 14 are also included. This is curious as vertical wind speed
– convective activity over the oceans – is not thought to have any predictive
power in climate, yet our ﬁndings seem to suggest otherwise.
We contemplate this possibility with a thought experiment: How do clusters
obtained with our data mining approach compare to those supported by domain
knowledge?
To answer this question, we asked a domain expert to narrow down the clusters
to only those intuitively expected to be of relevance. SST-5 and SST-6 were
chosen based on known relationships, as well as PW-7 due to spatial proximity.
We repeat the regression with using only these three clusters and obtain an
RMSE of 0.552. This score is lower than most of the methods included in our
comparison (Table 1), meaning that traditional clustering methods cannot match
current domain knowledge. But network-based clusters signiﬁcantly improve the

Fig. 4. Prediction of air temperature in Peru with all (red) and “selected” (blue)
network clusters compared to observations (black). Best viewed in color
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(a) SST clusters

(b) VWS clusters

Fig. 5. Depictions of sample clusters (reproduced from [24]). Best viewed in color.

Fig. 6. Prediction of precipitation in Peru with all (red) and “selected” (blue) network
clusters compared to observations (black). Best viewed in color.

score, suggesting that climate networks glean additional predictive power from
the data. Whether and to what extent this holds in other situations remains an
open question for climate scientists.
Precipitation in Peru. The predictions for precipitation using all and “selected”
[24] network clusters are shown in Figure 6, along with the actual (observed)
data. In contrast to temperature, the RMSE score of 0.864 for this region is on
the low end across all prediction tasks (Table 1). While the very low-frequency
signal is predicted to some degree, the observed data has much more variability
not captured by the model. This is generally true for precipitation, namely, that
the mean behavior is represented reasonably well while the model fails to predict the more sporadic short-duration, large-magnitude events. Accordingly, it is
relatively more diﬃcult to improve upon baseline methods (Table 2). Nonetheless, in some cases we observed considerable gains, prompting a more thorough
investigation of the circumstances under which predictions of precipitation are
improved by climate indices.

8

Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an empirical comparison of clustering methods
for climate data on the basis of their ability to extract climate indices. Our
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experimental results demonstrate that ultimately the choice of algorithm is quite
important: clustering matters! More speciﬁcally, community detection in climate
networks stands out among competing methods as the superior approach across
a diverse range of test cases, thereby reinforcing the notion that networks are
able to eﬀectively capture the complex relationships within the global climate
system. In contrast, the prediction algorithm itself had a relatively smaller impact on quality of the predictions.
Consequently, the application of network-theoretical concepts could have farreaching implications for climate science, e.g., studying properties of the climate
system, detecting changes over time, and complementing the predictive skill of
physics-based models with data-guided insights. In addition, complex networks
may also prove useful in other applications involving ecological, environmental and/or social data, helping us understand the behavior of and interactions
between these systems.
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